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Frank Albert Fetter (1863-1949) was the leader in the United States of the early Austrian school of
economics. Born in rural Indiana, Fetter was graduated from the Indiana University in 1891. After
earning a master’s degree at Cornell University, Fetter pursued his studies abroad and received a
doctorate in economics in 1894 from the University of Halle in Germany. Fetter then taught
successively at Cornell, Indiana, and Stanford universities. He returned to Cornell as professor of
political economy and finance (1901-1911) and terminated his academic career at Princeton
University (1911-31), where he also served as chairman of the department of economics.
Fetter is largely remembered for his views on business “monopoly” (see his Masquerade of
Monopoly [New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1931]). But long before he published his work on
monopoly in the 1930s, he developed a unified and consistent theory of distribution that explained
the relationship among capital, interest, and rent. While Fetter’s theoretical work, like much of
capital and interest theory in recent decades, has been generally neglected, much of it is still
valuable and instructive today. In my opinion, microeconomic analysis has a considerable way to go
to catch up to the insight that we find in Fetter’s writings in the first decade and a half of this
century.
Apart from his two lucidly written treatises (The Principles of Economics [New York: The Century
Co., 1904]; and Economic Principles [New York: The Century Co., 1915]), Fetter’s major
contributions to distribution theory appeared in the series of journal articles and shorter papers that I
have collected to form this volume. It was difficult for me to classify Fetter’s work into the
categories of “capital,” “rent,” and “interest,” because his was an unusually systematic and
integrated theory of distribution, all areas of analysis being interrelated.
Fetter’s point of departure was the Austrian insights that (1) prices of consumer goods are
determined by their relative marginal utility to consumers; and (2) that factor prices are determined
by their marginal productivity in producing these consumer goods. In other words, the market
system imputes consumer goods prices (determined by marginal utility) to the factors of production
in accordance with their marginal productivities.
While the early Austrian and neoclassical schools of economics adopted these insights to explain
prices of consumer goods and wages of labor, they still left a great many lacunae in the theories of
capital, interest, and rent. Rent theory was in a particularly inchoate state, with rent being defined
either in the old-fashioned sense of income per year accruing to land, or in the wider neo-Ricardian
sense of differential income between more and less productive factors. In the latter case, rent theory
was an appendage to distribution theory. If one worker earns $10 an hour and another, in the same
occupation, earns $6, and we say that the first man’s income contains a “differential rent” of $4,
rent becomes a mere gloss upon income determined by principles completely different from those
used to determine the rent itself.
Frank Fetter’s imaginative contribution to rent theory was to seize upon the businessman’s
commonsense definition of rent as the price per unit service of any factor, that is, as the price of
renting out that factor per unit time. But if rent is simply the payment for renting out, every unit of a
factor of production earns a rent, and there can be no “no-rent” margin. Whatever any piece of land
earns per year or per month is rent; whatever a capital good earns per unit time is also a rent.
Indeed, while Fetter did not develop his thesis so far as to consider the wage of labor per hour or per
month as a “rent,” it is, as becomes clear if we consider the economics of slavery. Under slavery,
slaves are either sold as a whole, as “capital,” or are rented out to other masters. In short, slave labor
has a unit, or rental, price as well as a capital value. Rent then becomes synonymous with the unit
price of any factor; accordingly, a factor’s rent is, or rather tends to be, its marginal productivity.

For Fetter the marginal productivity theory of distribution becomes the marginal productivity theory
of rent determination for every factor of production. In this way, Fetter generalized the narrow
classical analysis of land rent into a broader theory of factor pricing.
But if every factor earns a rent in accordance with its marginal product, where is the interest return
to capital? Where does interest fit in? Here Fetter made his second vital and still unappreciated
contribution to the theory of distribution. He saw that the Austrian Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk, in the
second volume of his notable Capital and Interest, inconsistently returned to the productivity theory
of interest after he had demolished that theory in the first volume. After coming to the brink of
replacing the productivity theory by a time-preference theory of interest, Böhm-Bawerk withdrew
from that path and tried to combine the two explanations — an eclecticism that capital and interest
theory (in its “real” form) has followed ever since.
Fetter approached the problem this way: If every factor earns a rent, and if therefore every capital
good earns a rent, what is the source of the extra return for interest (or “long-run normal profit,” as
it is sometimes called)? In short, if a machine is expected to earn an income, a rent, of$ 10,000 a
year for the next ten years, why does not the market bid up the selling price of the machine to
$100,000? Why is the current market price considerably less than $100,000, so that in fact a firm
that invests in the machine earns an interest return over the ten-year period? The various proponents
of productivity theory answer that the machine is “productive” and therefore should be expected to
earn a return for its owner. But Fetter replied that this is really beside the point. The undoubted
productivity of the machine is precisely the reason it will earn its $10,000 annual rent; however,
there is still no answer to the question why the market price of the machine at present is not bid high
enough to equal the sum of expected future rents. Why is there a net return to the investor?
Fetter demonstrated that the explanation can only be found by separating the concept of marginal
productivity from that of interest. Marginal productivity explains the height of a factor’s rental
price, but another principle is needed to explain why and on what basis these rents are discounted to
get the present capitalized value of the factor: whether that factor be land, or a capital good, or the
price of a slave. That principle is “time-preference”: the social rate at which people prefer present
goods to future goods in the vast interconnected time market (present! future goods market) that
pervades the entire economy.
Each individual has a personal time-preference schedule, a schedule relating his choice of present
and future goods to his stock of available present goods. As his stock of present goods increases, the
marginal value of future goods rises, and his rate of time-preference tends to fall. These individual
schedules interact on the time market to set, at any given time, a social rate of time-preference. This
rate, in turn, constitutes the interest rate on the market, and it is this interest rate that is used to
convert (or “discount”) all future values into present values, whether the future good happens to be
a bond (a claim to future money) or more specifically the expected future rentals from land or
capital.
Thus, Fetter was the first economist to explain interest rates solely by time-preference. Every factor
of production earns its rent in accordance with its marginal product, and every future rental return is
discounted, or “capitalized,” to get its present value in accordance with the overall social rate of
time-preference. This means that a firm that buys a machine will only pay the present value of
expected future rental incomes, discounted by the social rate of time-preference; and that when a
capitalist hires a worker or rents land, he will pay now, not the factor’s full marginal product, but
the expected future marginal product discounted by the social rate of time-preference
A glance at any prominent current textbook will show how far economics still is from incorporating
Fetter’s insights. The textbook discussion typically begins with an exposition of the marginal
productivity theory applied to wage determination. Then, as the author shifts to a discussion of
capital, “interest” suddenly replaces “factor price” on the y-axis of the graph, and the conclusion is
swiftly reached that the marginal productivity theory explains the interest rate in the same way that
it explains the wage rate. Yet the correct analog on the y-axis is not the interest rate but the rental
price, or income, of capital goods. The interest rate only enters the picture when the market price of

the capital good as a whole is formed out of its expected annual future incomes. As Fetter pointed
out, interest is not, like rent or wages, an annual or monthly income, an income per unit time earned
by a factor of production. Interest, on the contrary, is a rate, or ratio, between present and future,
between future earnings and present price or payment.
Fetter’s theory makes it impossible to say that capital “earns,” or generates an interest return. On the
contrary, the very concept of capital value implies a preceding process of capitalization, a summing
up of expected future rental incomes from a good, discounted by a rate of interest. Rent, or
productivity, and interest, or time-preference, are logically prerequisite to the determination of
capital value.
Frank A. Fetter’s earliest article in this collection, a review of Frank W. Taussig’s Wages and
Capital: An Examination of the Wages Fund Doctrine (New York: D. Appleton, 1896), was written
in 1897 and sets the pace for the articles in the first part of this book. Here Fetter criticized
Taussig’s attempt to revive the classical notion of the “wage fund.” Rather than attempting to
explain aggregate wage payments, Fetter recommended explaining individual wage rates.
Fetter’s first full-length article on capital was his “Recent Discussion of the Capital Concept”
(1900). In it he compared the theories of capital offered by Böhm-Bawerk, John Bates Clark, and
Irving Fisher. Fetter did less than full justice to Böhm-Bawerk’s subtle insistence on the defects of
the idea of capital as merely a fund, especially in comparing or measuring concrete capital goods
that differ from each other. Above all, Fetter, in properly concentrating on a fund of capital value as
an attribute of all durable productive goods, never fully realized the importance between land (the
original producer’s good) and capital goods (created or produced producer’s goods). In fact, Fetter’s
idea of capital as a fund of value and the Austrian view of capital as concrete capital goods are not
inconsistent; they play roles in different areas of capital theory.
Of special interest is Fetter’s charge that Böhm-Bawerk’s intention was to establish a labor theory
of property in capital goods. Furthermore, when Fetter declared that Böhm-Bawerk was
inconsistent in classifying man-made improvements permanently incorporated into the land as
“land” itself, he apparently did not realize that for Austrian economists the crucial criterion for
classifying a good as “land” is not its original nature-given state but its permanence as a resource
(or, more precisely, its nonreproducibility). Goods that are permanent, or nonreproducible, earn a
net rent, whereas capital goods, which have to be produced and maintained, only earn a gross rent,
absorbed by costs of production and maintenance. Here is a vital distinction between land and
capital goods that Fetter completely misunderstood (see my Man, Economy, and State, 2 vols. [New
York: D. Van Nostrand, 1962], 2:502-4).
Fetter, however, took his stand squarely with Böhm-Bawerk and against Clark when he denied that
capital is a permanent fund and that production ever becomes “synchronous,” thereby eliminating
the time dimension between input and output. This same controversy was to reappear dramatically
in the 1930s in publications of Frank H. Knight (advancing the Clark position) and those of
Friedrich A. Hayek and Fritz Machlup (representing the Austrian view).
On the other hand, Fetter praised Irving Fisher’s theory of capital (The Rate of Interest: Its Nature,
Determination, and Relation to Economic Phenomena [New York: Macmillan Co., 1907]) in places
where it deviated from the Austrian view and criticized it where it conformed to the Austrian
position. Thus, Fisher’s distinction between capital and income (based on the differences between
stock and flow measurements) is commended because it eliminates the need for distinguishing
between land and capital goods. On the other hand, Fetter objected to Fisher’s highly sensible
insistence that the concept of concrete physical capital goods is logically prerequisite to the concept
of abstract capital as a fund of value. Furthermore, Fetter objected to the Austrian view, also in
Fisher, that capital goods are way stations on the path to producing more consumer goods, and that
they are therefore “used up” in production. Fetter cited machines and land (“natural agents”) as
goods that do not advance toward the status of consumer goods. But machines advance toward
consumer goods precisely by being impermanent, that is, by being used up in the march of

production toward the goal of consumption; and the fact that land is not used up in this way is
precisely the reason for distinguishing it from capital goods.
In his 1902 review of Böhm-Bawerk’s Einige strittige Fragen der Capitalstheorie Fetter quite
properly pointed to the major textual contradiction in Böhm-Bawerk’s theory of interest: BöhmBawerk’s initial finding that interest stems from time-preference for present over future goods is
contradicted by his later claim that the greater productivity of roundabout production processes is
what accounts for interest. However, when criticizing Böhm-Bawerk’s productivity theory of
interest, it was not necessary for Fetter to dismiss Böhm-Bawerk’s important conception of
roundaboutness or the period of production. Roundaboutness is an important aspect of the
productivity of capital goods. However, while this productivity may increase the rents to be derived
from capital goods, it cannot account for an increase in the rate of interest return, that is, the ratio
between the annual rents derived from these capital goods and their present price. That ratio is
strictly determined by time-preference.
“The Nature of Capital and Income” (1907) offered a review of Irving Fisher’s book of the same
title. Fetter hailed Fisher’s use of the capitalization concept of capital as well as Fisher’s
abandonment of his previous view that the stock/flow concept of capital and income applied to the
same concrete goods. Here, Fisher shifted to an abstract and generalized conception of stocks and
flows. But, as Fetter noted, this very abstraction rendered the whole stock/flow dichotomy
untenable. Fisher’s treatment of income as strictly psychic income, to the virtual exclusion of
money income, is properly criticized, as is the corollary that only consumption is income, and
therefore capital gains are not income and should not be subject to an income tax. Finally, Fetter,
who had himself been working on an integrated theory of income distribution, found that Fisher’s
theory of capital and income had an ad hoc flavor because it had been developed separately from
the remainder of Fisher’s distribution theory.
In “Are Savings Income — Discussion?” (1908), Fetter elaborated on his criticism of Fisher’s view
that savings, or rather additions to capital, are not income, and that the term income should be
limited to consumption expenditure only. Fetter correctly pointed out that Fisher confused the
concept of ultimate psychic income, which indeed consists only of consumption, with the concept of
monetary incomes acquired in the market, which are partially saved and partially consumed.
Two decades later (1927) Fetter returned to the theory of capital in his contribution to the
Festschrift honoring John Bates Clark. In the course of reviewing Clark’s contributions to the
theory of capital, Fetter praised Clark for treating capital as a fund rather than as an array of
heterogeneous capital goods and for offering a general definition of rent as the income from all
capital goods and not just the income from land. Böhm-Bawerk is criticized once again for clinging
to the identification of capital and interest (instead of realizing how interest permeates the entire
time-value market), but this cogent criticism is again misleadingly linked to an attack on BöhmBawerk for maintaining a distinction between land and capital goods. In this article, F. W. Taussig
is criticized for allegedly maintaining that only land, and not capital, is productive. But here Taussig
was not simply in the throes of the labor theory of value; rather, he was adopting the subtle BöhmBawerkian insight that, while capital goods are evidently productive, they are not ultimately
productive, for they have to be produced and reproduced by labor, land, and time, so that capital
goods earn gross rent, but not net rents, which go only to labor and land factors. Hence again we
encounter the importance of the land-capital goods distinction. As for interest, it is entirely the
result of time-preference; in the case of a capital good, interest depends on first producing the
capital good by combining labor and land and then on reaping the fruits of this combination at a
later time. The very distinction between land and capital goods so resisted by Fetter was thus used
by Böhm-Bawerk to pave the way for Fetter’s own theory of interest!
Of particular importance in this 1927 essay is Fetter’s critique of Alfred Marshall’s capital theory.
Always an unsparing logician, Fetter relentlessly criticized the myriad of inconsistencies,
confusions, and contradictions in Marshall’s discussion. Fetter also added to his previous criticisms

of Fisher’s capital theory a review of the inconsistency in adopting a wealth-at-one-time/services-atone-time distinction between capital and income on top of his previous stock/flow dichotomy.
Fetter’s contribution entitled “Capital,” which appeared in the Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences
(1930-35), is a convenient summation of his views on capital as well as his criticisms of alternative
theories. It is clear that his exclusive concern with capital as a fund, or as “the market value [of] the
present worths of… individual claims to incomes,” is a consequence of his dissatisfaction with the
productivity theories of interest and his desire to establish “capital value” as simply the capitalized
sum of expected future rental incomes.
Frank A. Fetter’s pioneering development of the pure time-preference theory of interest began with
his article “The ‘Roundabout Process’ in the Interest Theory” (1902). Here Fetter hailed BöhmBawerk as the first to state properly the central problem of interest theory: To explain why present
goods are valued more highly than future goods. But after starting out with time-preference as the
proper explanation, Böhm-Bawerk introduced his “third ground” for interest — the greater
productivity of roundabout processes of production — and argued that it was the most important
reason present goods had higher values than future goods.
When offering his detailed critique of Böhm-Bawerk’s “third ground,” Fetter explained how BöhmBawerk had failed to separate the undoubted increase in physical productivity, resulting from an
increase in capital, from a claimed increase in the “value” productivity of capital. Fetter noted that
an increase in the value of capital (as distinct from its physical amount) will increase the value
productivity of capital if and only if the interest rate remains constant. In other words, BöhmBawerk’s productivity explanation of interest makes use of the concept of the present value of
capital and therefore assumes that the interest rate is already given, since it is needed to determine
the present value of capital. Thus, Böhm-Bawerk’s productivity explanation of interest involved
circular reasoning. Similarly, Fetter noted that one determinant of the degree of capitalization, or
the degree of roundaboutness of production processes in the economy, is precisely the interest rate
— the rate of present capitalization of future rents. Here is still another example of circular
reasoning.
For the remainder of his 1902 article, Fetter elaborated on his critique (outlined above) of the
Austrian separation of land and capital goods, and the idea of the period of production. Here it
might be noted that Fetter’s perfectly valid point about land capitalization in the market by way of
the interest rate does not negate the Austrian distinction between land and capital goods. According
to the Austrian school “capital” and “capital goods” are separate and distinct concepts. Furthermore,
Fetter’s repeated attempts to attribute a labor theory of capital value to Böhm-Bawerk are
contradicted by his own admission that both land and time enter into the Austrian view of the
production of capital. Fetter, however, made an important point in criticizing Böhm-Bawerk’s
formulation of the “average period of production,” especially the idea of ex post averaging of the
various periods of production throughout the economy. Fetter also cogently attacked BöhmBawerk’s attempt to leap from the increased physical productivity of roundabout processes to value
productivity by the use of purely arithmetical tables. Here Fetter leveled a (characteristically
Austrian) critique of the use of mathematics in economics against an economist who was himself a
leading critic of the mathematical method.
In his 1902 article, Fetter offered another brilliant criticism of Böhm-Bawerk’s “third ground.”
Böhm-Bawerk tried to use the greater productivity of capital to explain why these “present goods”
are worth more than “future goods” when the capital comes to fruition as consumer goods. But, as
Fetter pointed out, since capital instruments only mature into consumer goods at various times in
the future, capital goods are really future goods, not present goods. If, then, we concentrate on
utility to consumers, capital goods are seen to be future goods, and the “third ground” for an extra
return to these (future) capital goods as being more productive “present goods” becomes totally
invalid.
We may apply Fetter’s insight to the current textbook explanations of interest rate determination in
the market for productive loans. The supply curve of loanable funds is conventionally explained by

time-preference, while the demand curve for loans by business firms is explained by reference to
the “marginal productivity of capital” — in short, by the “natural” rate of interest embodied in the
long-term normal rate of profit. But the firm that borrows money in order to hire workers or to buy
capital goods is really buying future goods in exchange for a present good, money. In short, the
business borrower, like the saver-creditor who lends him money, is buying a future good whenever
he makes an investment. If we assume, for example, that there are no business loans but only stock
investment, this point is easier to understand. When a man saves and invests in a productive
process, he pays workers and other factors now in exchange for services that will yield a product,
and therefore an income, at some future time. In short, the capitalist-entrepreneur hires or invests in
factors now and pays out money (a present good) in exchange for productive services that are future
goods. It is for his service in paying factors now, in advance of the fruits of production, that the
capitalist normally earns an interest return, a return for time-preference. In sum, every factor of
production (whether labor, land, or capital goods) earns, not its marginal value productivity,
according to the current conventional explanation, but its marginal productivity discounted by the
interest rate or time-preference; and the capitalist earns the discount.
Fetter also cogently argued that Böhm-Bawerk in effect used one explanation (the “third ground”)
for interest on producer goods and another (the notion of time-preference) for interest on consumer
loans. Since interest must have a unitary explanation, Böhm-Bawerk’s analysis is something of a
retrogression.
Fetter stressed the basic weakness of all productivity explanations of interest. It is not enough, he
pointed out, to show that more capital is productive in physical or even value terms; the problem is
to explain why the value of capital on the market today is low enough to generate a surplus value
return tomorrow. The productivity of capital has nothing to do with the solution to this problem. As
Fetter wrote:
The essence of the interest problem is to explain a surplus of value over the value of capital
employed. It is not enough to show that more capital (or a more roundabout process) will produce
more products, or to show that the aggregate of products has a greater value than those secured
before. The value of capital being derived from the value of the products, the more the products (in
value), the more the capital (value), unless the interest rate (the thing to be explained) keeps the
capital from increasing proportionately.
Fetter pointed out ironically that Böhm-Bawerk himself, in criticizing earlier productivity theories
of interest, had raised precisely the same point. Even conceding that very long roundabout processes
may be physically highly productive, Fetter pointed out that the question remained unresolved in
Böhm-Bawerk why these processes are not then always preferred to less productive, but more
immediately fruitful, processes.
Fetter concluded by reiterating his unique position on the relationship between interest and rent.
Rent reflects the (marginal) productivity of scarce factors of production, and interest reflects the
present valuation of future services and therefore depends, not at all on roundaboutness, but on the
postponement of use. The theory of interest, Fetter concluded, “must set in their true relation the
theory of rent as the income from the use of goods in any given period, and interest as the agio or
discount on goods of whatever sort, when compared throughout successive periods.”
In the presentation of his theory before the American Economic Association, “The Relations
between Rent and Interest” (1904), Fetter pointed out the confusions and inconsistencies of
previous writers on the theory of rent and interest. In place of the classical distinction between rent
as income from land and interest as income from capital goods, Fetter proposed that all factors of
production, whether land or capital goods, be considered either “as yielding uses,… as [a] bearer of
rent,” or as “salable at their present worth,… as [a] discounted sum of rents,” as “wealth” or
“capital.” As a corollary, rent must be conceived of as an absolute amount (per Unit time), whereas
interest is a ratio (or percentage) of a principal sum called capital value. Rent becomes the usufruct
from any material agent or factor — the use of the agent considered apart from using it up. But then
there is no place for the idea of interest as the yield of capital goods. Rents from any durable good

accrue at different points in time, at different dates in the future. The capital value of any good then
becomes the sum of its expected future rents, discounted by the rate of time-preference for present
over future goods, which is the rate of interest. In short, the capital value of a good is the
“capitalization” of its future rents in accordance with the rate of time-preference or interest.
Therefore, marginal utility accounts for the valuations and prices of consumer goods; the rent of
each factor of production is determined by its productivity in eventually producing consumer goods;
and interest arises in the capitalization, in accordance with time-preference, of the present worth of
the expected future rents of durable goods. Such is Fetter’s lucid, systematic, and unique vision of
the relative place of rent, interest, and capital value in the theory of distribution.
Fetter’s paper was considered so important that nine economists were assigned to discuss it. As
Fetter indicated in his reply, few of his commentators demonstrated that they understood his
positive theory, and many were only interested in defending the classical school against Fetter’s
criticisms. To Thomas Nixon Carver’s major point that since land, in contrast to other factor
services, need not be supplied, land rent does not enter into cost, Fetter replied: (1) that the same
sort of surplus, or no-cost, elements may be said to permeate all factors of production, and (2) that
land, like other factors, must also be served, maintained, and allocated efficiently. Furthermore,
several of the commentators, as Fetter pointed out, mistakenly identified Fetter’s theory with that of
John Bates Clark and proceeded to criticize Clark’s assimilation of rent and interest, despite the fact
that Fetter held an almost diametrically opposed view.
A decade later Fetter returned to the theory of interest, in “Interest Theories, Old and New” (1914),
as part of a critique of Irving Fisher’s recantation from his previous adherence to pure timepreference theory, a position he had approached in his The Rate of Interest (1907), and one that
influenced Fetter in developing his own theory. But now Fisher was taking the path of BöhmBawerk and returning to a partial productivity explanation. Moreover, Fetter discovered that the
seeds of error were in Fisher’s publication of 1907. Fisher had stated that valuations of present and
future goods imply a preexisting money rate of interest, thereby suggesting that a pure timepreference explanation of interest involves circular reasoning. By way of contrast, and in the course
of explaining his own pure time-preference, or “capitalization,” theory of interest, Fetter showed
that time valuation is prerequisite to the determination of the market rate of interest. The market rate
of interest on loans is, for Fetter, a reflection of a general rate of time-preference in the economy, a
capitalization process that discounts, in the present prices of durable goods and factors of
production, the future uses of these goods. Consumers evaluate directly enjoyable consumer goods,
then evaluate durable factors according to their productivity in making these goods, and then
discount these future uses to the present in accordance with their time-preferences. The first step
yields the prices of consumer goods; the second, the incomes or rents of producer goods; the last,
the “underestimation” of, or the rate of interest yielded by, the producer goods.
Again restating his case, this time in criticizing the views of Henry R. Seager, Fetter pointed to the
crucial problem: why does entrepreneurial purchase of factors seem to contain within itself a net
surplus, an interest return? The productivity of capital goods does not explain why the value of this
expected productivity is discounted in their present price, which in turn permits the entrepreneurs to
pay interest on loans with which to buy or hire these factors of production. As Fetter stated: “The
amount of interest which ‘enterprisers estimate’ they can afford to pay... is the difference between
the discounted, or present, worth of products imputable to these agents and their worth at the time
they are expected to mature.” Fetter added that there of course must be productivity to account for
the expected future income, just as there must be people and markets; but there would be no rate of
interest if the future value of the products were not discounted. Market interest can be paid out of a
value surplus that emerges from an antecedent time discount of the “value-productivity” of the
factors of production. Or, putting it another way, Fetter readily admitted that productivity of capital
goods brings greater value to the final product. “But the value-productivity which furnishes the
motive to the enterpriser to borrow and gives him the power, regularly, to pay contract interest, is
due, not to the fact that these products will have value when they come into existence, but to the

fact that their expected value is discounted in the price of the agents bought at an earlier point of
time.”
Fetter also sharpened the contrast between his own theory and the productivity theory of interest in
another way. The productivity theorists assert that as capital grows the economy becomes more
productive, and that the interest rate increases owing to the greater productivity of capital. But
Fetter countered with the insight that, as the economy advances and more present goods are
produced, the preference for present goods is lowered, and the interest rate therefore may be
expected to fall. Or, as it might be put more elaborately, everyone has a time-preference schedule
relating his supply of present goods with his preference for the present over the future. A greater
supply of present goods would move to the right and down along a given time-preference schedule,
so that the marginal utility of present goods would fall in relation to future goods. As a result, on the
given schedules, the rate of time-preference, of degree of choice of present over future, would tend
to fall and so therefore would the interest rate.
Fetter also anticipated Frank Knight’s classic distinction, in Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit (1921),
between interest, or long-run normal profits, on the one hand and short-run profits and losses earned
by superior, or suffered by inferior, entrepreneurs on the other — superiority or inferiority defined
in terms of the ability to forecast the uncertain future. Why does an entrepreneur borrow at all if in
so doing he will bid up the loan rate of interest to the rate of time-preference as reflected in his
long-run normal rate of profit (or his “natural rate of interest,” to use Austrian terminology)? The
reason is that superior forecasters envision making short-run profits whenever the general loan rate
is lower than the return they expect to obtain. This is precisely the competitive process, which
tends, in the long run, to equalize all natural and loan rates in the time market. Those entrepreneurs
“with superior knowledge and superior foresight,” wrote Fetter, “are merchants, buying when they
can in a cheaper and selling in a dearer capitalization market, acting as the equalizers of rates and
prices.”
Fetter also pointed out, quite correctly, that the process of capitalization and time discount applies
as fully and equally to land as it does to capital goods. From the point of view of capitalization,
there is no fundamental distinction between land and produced means of production. In fact, Fetter
might have pointed out that under slavery, where laborers are owned, they, too, become capitalized,
and the present price of slaves becomes the capitalized value of expected future earnings (or
“rents”) of slaves, discounted by the social rate of time-preference. But the fact that slaves, too, can
be capitalized does not justify obliterating for other purposes any and all distinctions between slaves
and capital goods.
Not only is Fetter’s pure time-preference, or capitalization, theory the only one that offers an
integrated explanation of interest on slaves, land, and capital goods, but it is also, as he pointed out,
the only one that provides an integrated explanation of interest on consumption loans and on
productive loans. For even the productivity theorists had to concede that at least in the case of
consumer loans interest was occasioned by time-preference.
In Fetter’s final and extensive treatment of interest, “Interest Theory and Price Movements” (1927),
pessimism has replaced his optimism of earlier years; for after an illuminating discussion of early
interest theories (in which he rescued Turgot from the deprecation of Böhm-Bawerk), Fetter sadly
noted that his insight into interest theory had been ignored. The old productivity theory of interest,
having at last conquered Böhm-Bawerk and Irving Fisher, survived as the dominant explanation of
interest in the eclectic theory of Alfred Marshall. Among English and American economists,
productivity remained the major explanation of interest on productive capital, and time-preference
was relegated to an explanation of consumer lending.
Fetter proceeded to a particularly extended discussion of the nature of time-preference and the time
market. Time-preference enters into primitive, Crusoe-type valuations, which predate the
development of barter as well as the emergence of money loans and a money economy. The rates of
time-preference reflect all the conditions, the interactions, and the choices of human beings. In
almost all cases, present goods are preferred to future goods, and this preference is most marked in

primitive man. But, Fetter added, with the development of civilization, the advent of thrift generally
means a lowering of the premiums placed on present goods and hence of the rate of timepreference.
In the money economy, just as the utility scales of individuals interact to bring about uniform prices
on the market, individual time-preference schedules through exchange bring all time-preferences
into conformity. The consequence is a social rate of time-preference, a “general, average rate of
premium of present dollars over future dollars which has resulted from leveling out a great part of
the individual differences.” Through arbitrage time-preference rates tend to be equalized throughout
the time market. The price of a durable factor of production is derived from the expected price of its
products, being the present discount, or capitalized sum, of all of its future products. This
capitalization process precedes, rather than follows, the existence of an interest rate on money
loans. The time-preference rate that capitalizes future incomes emerges as the long-run normal, or
natural, rate of profit of business firms. Short-run deviations from this norm are caused by special
circumstances and by entrepreneurial skills. Profit rates tend to be equalized throughout the market
through a continuing reevaluation of the prices of durable agents — those capital goods providing a
profit being recapitalized upward and those suffering losses being recapitalized downward. This
process of recapitalization and reevaluation tends to bring about uniform profit rates, Fetter noted,
rather than according to the conventional theory, uniform costs of producing new durable agents.
For Fetter, the interest rate on productive money loans and the normal rate of profit tend to equality
because they have a common cause: capitalization of time-preferences throughout the time market.
As Fetter stated:
“The normal profit-making “productivity of capital” (where goods containing future uses rise
toward parity with present uses) is thus nothing but the reversal of the former discount-valuation
applied to distant incomes. It is a psychological, valuation process, not a physical, technological
process. Thus profits no more explain interest than interest explains profits. They offer alternative
investment opportunities but neither is the cause of the other. Both opportunities result from
discounts and premiums permeating the existing system of prices, and these are traceable to the
fundamental factor of time-preference exercised by men individually and collectively”.
Having thus elaborated his concept of time-preference and the time market, Fetter applied his pure
theory to the complexities of determining interest in the real world. In the first place, interest rates,
in addition to being determined by time-preference, vary in accordance with different degrees of
risk, entrepreneurial skill, the cost of making loans, different habits, and legal restrictions.
Furthermore, as Fetter pointed out, changes in the price level slow up the market process of
equilibrating interest rates and lead to widespread errors of overcapitalization and
undercapitalization.
In a discussion of money and price levels in relation to the interest rate, Fetter incorporated into his
analysis Fisher’s insight, now being rediscovered, that interest rates tend to rise during a boom and
fall during a recession in response to expected changes in price levels. Rising price levels lower the
purchasing power of the creditor’s return, and interest rates tend to rise during inflations to
compensate for this loss. Conversely, interest rates tend to fall below time-preference rates during a
recession to offset the increased real rate of return.
But Fetter was not content to stop there. Noting that empirically interest rates do not rise continually
during booms, Fetter developed a monetary theory of the business cycle, one that came close to the
Mises-Hayek “monetary malinvestment” theory that was being developed in Austria at about the
same time (see my America’s Great Depression).
Fetter explained that a currency inflation from increased government spending raises the price level,
which in the long run is determined by movements in the supply of money. But increasing the
money supply via bank credit expansion has far more complex consequences. Continuing bank
credit expansion not only will bring about a boom and higher prices but also will increase the
money supply via a massive increase in the supply of loanable funds emitted by the banks. The
increased money supply will keep the rate of interest below the free-market rate, at least until later

stages in the boom, and will bring about an overcapitalization of durable and producers’ goods.
Owing to the increase in product prices combined with the artificially low rates of interest,
businessmen are led into numerous unsound investments. When the banks are finally forced to stop
their credit expansion, the overestimation of capital values is suddenly reversed, and the boom is
quickly succeeded by a recession. Business failures, monetary losses, and lowering of capital values
bring the various parts of the system of prices and values on the market once more into harmony. In
particular, that part of the market not influenced by bank credit is brought into harmony with the
remainder of the economy. Such is the function of the recession in response to the distortions
generated by the bank credit expansion of the preceding boom.
Criticizing the theory that bank credit should simply be responsive to the “needs of business,” Fetter
properly pointed out that during a boom business overestimates its “needs” in response to rising
prices and the seemingly greater opportunities for profit. In this way, bank credit expansion
stimulates those very business “needs” that are supposed to furnish a rigorous criterion for bank
credit policy.
Fetter also provided a useful critique of the Swedish economist Knut Wicksell’s theory that if banks
should continue to hold the interest rate below the natural, or free-market, rate, the price level
would rise indefinitely. Fetter pointed out that this could only be true if the lowering of the discount
rate was accompanied by a continuous expansion of bank credit.
Fetter concluded this discussion of interest theory by applying it to the economics of war. During
wartime there is a sharp increase in rates of time-preference, in the demand for present goods
immediately usable for war purposes. Consequently, there is a substantial rise in wartime of freemarket interest rates. Fetter was therefore highly critical of the common attempts by governments to
keep interest rates low during wartime, thus creating economic distortions and preventing high
interest rates from smoothly shifting resources from civilian industries to war industries, which have
a higher immediate demand for funds.
Fetter’s major article on the theory of rent, “The Passing of the Old Rent Concept” (1901), was one
of his most notable essays. It is a detailed critique of the several mutually contradictory rent theories
found in Alfred Marshall’s Principles of Economics. First is the Ricardian notion that rent is the
return to land. The problem of “explaining” rent becomes equivalent to defining what land is and
why it is different from capital. Fetter attacked the distinction made between land and capital by
criticizing the idea that land can be distinguished from capital in terms of its alleged inelasticity of
supply. Fetter argued that both land and capital can be increased in the long run, while in the short
run the supply of capital goods can be as inelastic as the supply of land.
Fetter next turned his attention to the influential doctrine of quasi-rents. According to Marshall, land
(as well as other nonreproducible goods, such as paintings and rare jewelry) is permanently fixed in
supply and therefore earns a true rent. Capital goods, however, are fixed in supply only in the short
run, and therefore their income, while similar to land rent, is only temporary, hence the term “quasirent.” Fetter uncovered the crucial error in Marshall’s claim that quasi-rents are not part of the cost
of production. In making this claim, Marshall had quietly shifted his discussion from the
entrepreneur to the owner of the capital good who “earns an income” rather than “pays a cost.”
Thus instead of being a costless surplus to the entrepreneur, rent “is essentially that payment which,
as a part of [money] costs, prevents the [entrepreneur] from getting any surplus which can be
attributed to the rented agents.”
At the base of the Marshallian error in the quasi-rent doctrine, stated Fetter, is a confusion between
money costs and the rather mystical concept of “real costs.” Money costs of production do not
consist of “real” costs; they are simply the market value of the factors of production that the
business firm contracts to put to use. To make rent a “surplus” over real cost is tantamount to
abandoning the basic notion of rent as a regularly accruing income produced by way of market
exchange.
Fetter criticized Marshall’s adherence to the classical notion that rent is the one income payment
that does not enter into the money cost of production, or into the supply price of factors of

production. Fetter noted that the rent of land enters into money costs as does any other contractual
payment, as any land-renting farmer or businessman can attest. The Marshallian reply that land is
employed up until the no-rent margin and therefore has no effect on decisions to produce a little
more or less of the product is dismissed by Fetter’s demonstration that the same could be said about
any factor payment whatsoever by way of generalizing the law of diminishing returns into the law
of variable proportions. There is simply nothing special about land rent in this regard. Furthermore,
Fetter pointed out that no producer ever pushes a factor as far as the “no-rent” margin; here
economic reality contradicts the infinitesimally small units of mathematical economics. For so long
as a factor remains productive at all, it will pay a rent in accordance with that productivity, no
matter how small. And, furthermore, the supply of any good is determined fully as much by rentbearing as by marginal units. In sum, land is priced in the same way as labor or capital in terms of
the value of its marginal product.
In his “Comment on Rent under Increasing Returns” (1930), Fetter demolished the idea of
increasing returns and called for an extension of the concept that rent accrues to land to the notion
that rent accrues to the separable uses of any kind of durable good whatsoever. Finally in his article
on “Rent” in the Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, Fetter traced the history of the notion of rent and
defined rent in the common-sense meaning of “renting-out”: the amount paid for the separable uses
of a durable agent “entrusted by the owner to a borrower, to be returned in equally good condition.”
It may be that the hallmark of Frank A. Fetter’s approach to economic theory was his “radicalism”
— his willingness to discard the entire baggage of lingering Ricardianism. In distribution theory his
most important contributions are still too radical to be accepted into the corpus of economic
analysis. These are: (1) his eradication of all productivity elements from the theory of interest and
his development of a pure time-preference, or capitalization, theory and (2) his eradication of
everything pertaining to land, whether it be scarcity or some sort of margin over cost, in the theory
of rent, in favor of rent as the “renting out” of a durable good to earn an income per unit time.
Guided by Alfred Marshall and by eventual retreats toward the older view by Böhm-Bawerk and
Fisher, microeconomic theory has chosen a more conservative route.
Despite the attention and the enthusiasm accorded to his writings at the time, Fetter’s contributions
to distribution theory have fallen into neglect and disuse. It is to be hoped that this collection of
essays will bring Fetter’s contributions and his lucid and systematic economic vision to the
attention of contemporary economists.

